Introduction
In theoretical models of dynamic resource allocation problems, the criterion function of the economic planner is commonly specified in the form of a return function integrated over the entire duration of the resource allocation process. Nevertheless, it has long been noted [Leontief (1958) , Koopmans (1967) Day (1969) , Simon (1971) ] that in actual problem contexts the time horizon over which plans are formulated must generally be short in relation to the history of the process as a whole. Information regarding future technology, preferences, and general economic environment may be incomplete. Alternatively, the required calculations may be analytically intractable.
The question then arises whether the sequential selection of short-term limited foresight controls ever results in returns which are approximately optimal in some long-term sense. Day and Fan (1976) , J!.os (1971) and Keeler (1974) L. TesJuctsion, Global optimulity of' myopic economic decisions optimization for several deterministic growth models with consumption and terminal stock objectives, and Landau (1976) carries out a similar investigation for a deterministic pricing model with total profit objective. Mossin (1968) and Hakansson (1971) characterize the constant risk aversion utility functions for which short-term and long-term optimization coincide in the context of a portfolio model with terminal wealth objective. Finally, Aoki (1976) , Bar-Shalom and Tse (1976) , Chow (1975), and Norman (1976) propose several global return approximation schemes for dynamic macro policy models.
The present paper investigates the optimality of sequential single-period expected return maximization for a general class of stochastic discrete-time resource allocation models with multi-period expected return objectives. This class of models includes the standard dynamic macro policy model used by Aoki (1976) et al., as well as a variety of microeconomic models from production, consumption, and investment theory, e.g., the portfolio model used by Mossin (1968) and a version of the pricing model used by Landau (1976) .
The basic idea of the paper is as follows. For some of the models under consideration, e.g., production and investment, period-by-period returns tend to be positively correlated. For others, e.g., consumption or consumptioninvestment, period-by-period returns tend either to be negatively correlated or to exhibit no consistent pattern. Intuitively, myopic (sequential singleperiod) expected return maximization should result in better global (multiperiod) expected return performance for the first type of model than for the second; and, for the first type of model, the resulting global expected return performance should be adversely affected by increased uncertainty and favorably affected by increased positive correlation in period-by-period returns.
An affirmative answer for these suppositions is provided below. Briefly, the basic resource allocation model is developed in section 2. In section 3 it is shown that myopic expected return maximization results in optimal global expected return if period-by-period returns exhibit positive linear correlation. Linearity can be omitted if certain additional conditions are met. For the important special case in which all probability distributions are degenerate, linearity can be omitted without additional conditions. These results provide a systematic explanation for a variety of economic models in which myopic optimization yields globally optimal return, e.g., the constant risk aversion portfolio model of Mossin (1968) and a dynamic linear-quadratic policy model of Aoki (1967) .
In section 4, after suitable distance functions are introduced for measuring uncertainty and positive correlation in returns, the global expected return loss associated with myopic expected return maximization is shown to be bounded above by terms which vary directly with the degree of uncertainty and inversely with the degree of positive correlation in period-by-period returns. Also, characteristics of intermediate-period return functions which partially order them in terms of final-period expected return performance are clarified.
Macro policy model and portfolio model examples of analytic findings are presented in section 5, and concluding comments are given in section 6. Proofs of theorems are outlined in an appendix.
The basic model
Consider a finite-horizon economic system described by equations of the form x0=X
(initial conditions),
where, for each n E (0,. . ., N}, the nth period system stare x, is an element of an open set Xc Rq, the nth period control u, is constrained to lie in an admissible control set V(n,x,)c V for some open set VCR', the nth period random disturbance o,, is an element of a set Szc R", and 1": s2 x V x X+X is a continuous' state fiux-tion. Letting 9 denote the a-algebra generated by the open sets of Q, it will be assumed that w, is governed by a transition probability' p,( .I u,, x,): P "+R conditioned on the current time n, the current control selection u,, and the current state x,. In addition, it will be assumed that the value associated with each possible disturbance, control, and state configuration (o", unr x,) for period n is measured by a continuous return function W, : Q x V x X + R.
An admissible jhedback control law for the problem at hand is any vector v =(u,(. ),...,u,( . )) of measurable functions u,: X+V satisfying U,(X)E V(n,x) for each x E X. The symbol 9 will be used to denote the set of all admissible feedback control laws v. The objective assumed for the economic planner will be either the maximization of linal-period expected return 'It is assumed throughout the paper that X, V, and R have the relative topology with respect to Euclidean q-space, r-space, and s-space, respectively, and that products of X, V, and 0 have the corresponding product topology. Each of the spaces X, K and Q will also be regarded as a 
via selection of a feedback control law u E LYY.~ For brevity, any optimization problem meeting the above specifications will be referred to as a busic modA As will be illustrated in section 5, the basic mode1 encompasses a wide variety of interesting economic optimization problems.
In section 3 it will at times also prove useful to consider a speciul btrsic model for which the state space X is an open subset of R, and the decision maker has a final-period expected return objective function (2) with finalperiod return function W,:Q x Vx X --f R given by W,(CU, ~1, x) = cp o./, (w, 11, x) ='pb,+ 1 ) for some continuous strictly increasing function cp: X+R. Moreover, for the special basic model the state functions fi(tu, 11,x) will be assumed to be strictly increasing in x, and the transition probabilities p,( .10,x) will be assumed to be non-degenerate measures independent of LJ and x. The following additional restrictions will be imposed as needed: Let E, , [ .111, x] denote expectation with respect to the 11th period t'ransition probability (CC!, 4, p, ( .I u, x) ), and consider the three alternative expected return objectives (Myopic) max UW,(w,, tl,, x,)1 u,, ~"1, OsnsN, For each n~(o,...,N} and x E X, let F,(x) denote the maximum attainable final-period expected return beginning in period II with initial state x, and using feedback control. Then [Hinderer (1971, thm. 14.4, p. 101; pp. 104-105; thm. 17.6, p. ill 
and a feedback control law U'E 2' satisfies the final-period expected return objective (5) 
for almost every sequence (w,, . . ., ~0~). Similarly, letting T,(x) denote the maximum attainable total expected return beginning in period II with initial state x and using feedback control, it follows [Hinderer (1971, op. cit.) ] that
and a feedback control law u" E Y satisfies the total expected return objective (6) if and only if it satisfies the corresponding optimality equations for almost every disturbance sequence (w,, . . ., oN). Thus a feedback control law u* ~2' which satisfies the myopic expected return objective (4) provides an optimal feedback control law for the total expected return objective (6) if and only if
Given degenerate probability distributions, equality (9) holds for u* ~2' satisfying (4) if and only if maximum future expected return F,, r o~, (o,, .,x,) and currently realized return W"(w,,, . ,x,) attain a maximum at the same 'More precisely, using the delinitions presented in footnote 3, the optimality equations must hold for p"'-almost every disturbance sequence O/'-Q'. The symbol 0 denotes function composition, e.g., hoS(x)=h(S(x)).
control selection UE V(n,x,), regardless of how dissimilar F,, r of;, and w, may be in other respects. A sufftcient condition for F,, ,oj, and W, to have a common maximizing point is that F,, , ofR be an increasing function of W, in the sense that
for some function H,, r : R-+R with Hi,, >O. If for each LIE V(n,x,) the correlation coefficient
for the two random variables W,( ., u, x,) and F,, r oj,( ., u, x,) is well-defined, then condition (13) guarantees [Hildreth-Tesfatsion (1977, thm. l) ] that P"(W,>F,+I of,)~ (0, 11, i.e., that current and future returns are positively correlated for each admissible control selection u. Although the presence of non-degenerate expectation operators in (9) and (12) complicates matters, a generalized version of condition (13) and an analogous condition for T. + r 01. will play fundamental roles throughout the remaining sections of the paper.
The first two theorems, below, provide sufficient conditions for myopic objective (4) solutions to yield optimal feedback control laws for the global objectives (5) and (6), and conversely. As a direct corollary, they also provide sufficient conditions for the return-to-go-Junctions F,, r of, and T,, r 01, in the optimality equations (8) and (11) to be approximated by simpler expressions (e.g., truncated Taylor's expansions) without loss of control performance.* Examples of economic models satisfying the hypotheses of these theorems are presented in section 5. 
, with S,,+ , (. )= S,( )=O, this problem is equivalent to determining whether the myopic sequential maximization
results in a control law u* which satisfies the optimality equations (11) with IV,, ., W; in place of W,, . ., W,. Any such control law would also be optimal for the original problem, since
Similarly, in considering approximations S,, , oj;, for the return-to-go terms F "+, of, in the optimality equations (8), one can apply the suffkiency conditions for the equivalence of objectives (4) and (5) Theorem 3.1. Suppose for each n E {0, . . ., N -1) the return-to-go junction F "+, 0.1; in the optimality equation (8b) has the form CFn+ I ~l,l(o,~,x)=a,(x)CHn+10 w,l(w~~,X)+~"(xL (15) jar some junctions lt,:X+R++, b,:X+R, and H,,,:R+R, where H,+, is strictI)* incretrsing.9 Then crny one of' the following jive restriction sets gutrrcrntees that u jeedbock control law u* ~9' satisjies the myopic expected return objective (4) ijund only ij it is also an optimcd feedback control law for the final-period expected return objective (5).
(1) For ecrch n E (0,. . ., N -1 >, the junction H,, 1 ( . ) is lineur.
(2) (Deterministic control). For each n E (0,. . ., N -l}, the probability distributions (s2,8, p,( .I v, x")), v E V(n, x"), are degenerute. rj' jar euch nE IO,..., N -1) the probability distribution p,( .111,x,) is independent oj'the selected control v, then the junctions b, ( . ) in condition (15) may depend on w without ujjecting the Nbove conclusions.
The next theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 by straightforward modifications.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose for each nE (0,. . ., N -1) the return-to-go junction T n+l 01, in the optimulity equation (llb) has the jbrm for some junctions N,: X--t R + , b,: X + R, crnd H,, , : R-t R, where H, + , is nondecreasing. Then any one of the restriction sets (lk(5) listed in Theorem 3.1 guarantees thut u feedback control law u* ~9' satisjies the myopic expected return objective (4) ij'und only ij'it is ctlso cm optimul feedback control law jbr the tottn expected return objective (6). Jj jbr euch n E {O,. , ., N -l} the 9As usual, we define R, ~(z~RlzzO} and R,, As the following Corollary 3.3 demonstrates, the three return objectives (4), (5), and (6) yield identical optimal control laws if maximum expected return for each period II + 1 is a positive linear afflne function of the return realized in the previous period n. All previously noted equivalences of myopic and global optimization known to this author are special cases of 
jtir period n+ 1 beginning in state x is LI positive lineor ojjine jimction oj the return realized in the previous period n in the sense that
jbr some junctions c,: X +R+ + and d,: X -+R. Then on optimal feedback control low jbr rmy one oj'the three expected return objectives (4), (5), or (6) yields on optimal jeedbock control INW jar the remaining two objectives. i%e equivtrlence still holds jtir objectives (4) and (6) Consider the special basic model with additional restrictions (A.lb(AS), outlined at the end of section 2. Let Gb)=UF,+ 1 0 j, (to, u, x ) ) 0, xl (19) denote the maximum attainable final-period expected return starting in period n with initial state x and arbitrary control selection PE V(n,x). By assumption (A.3), the optimal control selection u:(x) for period n in state x, the maximizer of G(v) over V(n,x) , is assumed to exist. The next theorem demonstrates that a certain myopically selected control U.*(X) yields the globally optimal return G(o;(x)) if the final-period utility function q( .) exhibits constant absolute risk aversion. We thus obtain a generalization of a portfolio model result of Mossin (1968) . Global max U~J~JJ~,U,X)~~,XI,
where U: X+R is defined by U(x)= go(x II;:," b,+j), then no global return loss results; i.e., G(v,*(x))= G(vi(x)).
As is clear from the proofs of Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.5, the hypotheses of these propositions guarantee that conditions (15) and. (16) 
for some constants a,(~,) and b,(x,), with un(xn) >O [Wilkes (1962, 3.4.3, p. 79) ]. Similar observations hold for W,, 7',',+ 1 oji, and p"( W,, T,, 1 01") in the context of Theorem 3.2. The final result of this section, Theorem 3.6, provides weaker hypotheses for the basic model which guarantee conditions (15) and (16) hold with possibly non-linear functions H,, , . The remaining conditions for Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are then easily checked by direct inspection. As will be indicated in section 5. the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 ;IIT satisfied by SC\ CIXI \~ell-known economic models. [I' 'nondecrecrsing' is replaced by 'strictly increasing' in restriction
(1) ubove, Lmd the return function W,( . ) is clssumed to be strictly increcrsing with respect to x in (4), then the jirnctions F,, ,, T,, , , H,*+ ,, und Hz,*, will be strictly increasing.
Remark.
The positive correlation conditions (15) and (16) Consider an economic planner in period II of a basic mode1 resource allocation problem for which the current state is x. Suppose the planner wishes to maximize final-period expected return (2), and current return is positively correlated with final-period expected return in the sense that condition (15) holds.' ' Then, for any admissible control selection DE V(n,x) for period R, the maximum attainable final-period expected return is is a globally optima1 admissible control selection for period n in 
and suppose LI* 5 tl,* (x) is a myopically optimal admissible control selection for period II in the sense that I'* maximizes only current expected return, i.e.,
What is the loss in global expected return performance which results from using u* in place of 11'; i.e., what is the magnitude of the (non-negative) return loss
As will be shown in Theorem 4.2, below, the return loss (28) is bounded above by terms which vary directly with the degree of uncertainty and inversely with the degree of positive correlation in period-by-period returns. Using similar arguments, analogous results can easily be obtained for the return loss resulting from use of the myopic control P* in place of the control P" which is optimal for the total expected return objective (6).
A natural choice for measuring uncertainty in current (nth period) return is maximum variance. Formally, letting denote the current expected return, and denote the jth central moment for current return associated with any control selection D, uncertainty in current return will be measured by cJ23 sup l?(LI).
VEV(l1.X,
As noted in section 3, the correlation coefficient @'(q,,F,+ I of,) for current return I+$( ., u,x) and maximum final-period expected return F "+ I o./,( ., P,X) attains its maximum value 1.0 when H,, 1 is positive linear afflne. Thus, given that H,, , is increasing, a natural choice of inverse measure for positive correlation in returns is the maximum absolute magnitude (32) of the second derivative Hc,, of H,, r over the range set W={zERlz=W,(o,u,x) for some (w,tr)~Rx I/(17,x)),
for the current return function section W,( ., .,x). The first theorem, below, demonstrates the appropriateness of this interpretation for Y, as well as pointing out a similar possible interpretation for the infimum 
!fH,+, is either concore or convex, these bounds can be improved to
Theorem 4.2 characterizes the trade-off among uncertainty, positive correlation in returns, and global return loss. From a practical standpoint, the presence of Y in the return loss bound is unfortunate; for the computation of its magnitude requires the recursive consideration of future return possibilities. However, any exact bound pr'ovided for the returri loss (28) must necessarily involve such considerations.
The following question can nevertheless be posed: Even if Y is not explicitly computed, might it be possible to guarantee an improvement of the bound in (36) by a more judicious selection of the intermediate return function W,? For the problem at hand the objective of the planner is to maximize final-period expected return E[ WN(aN. oN, x~)( u, X] via selection of an admissible feedback control law u=(uO,. . ., oiv). As discussed in section 3, dynamic programming regularity conditions guarantee this objective can be achieved by the sequential maximization of E,[F,+ 1 a~~(~~, u,, x,)1 u;, XJ with respect to u, E V(n, x,), n = 0,. . ., N, where each return-to-go function F,, , depends only on W,, the state functions .f,+ Ir.. .,fN, and the transitional probability distributions governing w,, 1,. (~,=j,(to,o,x) for some (w,u)ESZX V(n,x)),
and, for any twice differentiable function Q: Y-R with Q'>O, let Ro: Y+R denote the Pratt-Arrow measure of absolute risk aversion defined by Ro(y) E Q"( y)/Q'(y). Interpreting Q( . ) as a utility of wealth function for an expected utility maximizing decision maker, it can be shown [Pratt (1964, p. 125) ] that Ro(y) is approximately equal to 2~( I', 2*)/o:. for any zero-mean random variable Z* with small variance oz., where the risk premium r(y, z*)ER is the maximum amount the decision maker would be willing to pay to avoid a gamble on z*; i.e., r(y,z*) satisfies Q(y-r(y,z*))=E,,Q(y +z). Thus, in principle, R,(y) can be directly elicited by suitable gamble experiments even if Q( ) is unknown to the experimenter. 
The import of Theorem 4.3 is that absolute risk aversion, marginal return, and variance are the three crucial criteria for selecting among candidate intermediate return functions of the form (39). Sufficient conditions guaranteeing the monotonicity of F,, , are provided in Theorem 3.6.
Illustrative examples
The general macro policy and portfolio models outlined below, as examples of the basic model, were selected for their familiarity and common usage in economic analysis. Several researchers have discovered special cases of these models for which the optimal feedback control law reduces to a sequence of myopically optimal control selections. As the following discussion demonstrates, a systematic explanation for the occurrence of both exact and approximate myopic-global return equivalence within each of these models is provided by the results of sections 3 and 4. Specifically, certain parameter configurations and function specifications yield linear positive correlation in period-by-period returns. Moreover, under weak restrictions one still obtains positive correlation in the sense of Theorem 3.6; hence, by Theorem 4.2, the global return loss associated with myopic optimization is bounded above by terms which vary directly with the degree of uncertainty and inversely with the degree of positive correlation in period-by-period returns. [cf. Aoki (1976 , 1967 ) Chow (1975 ]. Dynamic macro policy models are commonly specified in linearized reduced form with random coefficients, as follows : . where X,E Rq is a column vector of dependent state variables, Z,E R" is a column vector of uncontrollable exogenous variables, U,E R' is a column vector of controllable exogenous variables, E,E Rq is a column vector of random disturbances, and A,, B,, and C, are random coefficient matrices with dimension q x q, q x m, and q x r, respectively. If system (42) is a firstorder Taylor's approximation for some underlying nonlinear state equation, then the probability distribution governing the vector w, = (A,, B,, C,, E,) of Jacobian and remainder terms may depend on the current state x, and control selection u, as well as on the current time n. Letting ,4,x" +B,z, + c.u, +E, =jn(W", U", x"), and assuming the usual total expected return objective, with nth period return given by some continuous function Sn(u,, x,, x,+,)=U,(u,, x,, ji(w,, u,, x"))-W,(o,, u,, x,) of the control and initial and final state for period n, this linearized macro model has the basic model format.
Consider, first, the special case in which the nth period intermediate return function W,( .) is given by W,(w, u, x)=[U,ojn](~u, u, x)=U,(x,+i) for some continuous non-decreasing utility function U,, with well-defined inverse g,, E U; I. In addition, suppose for each n that the components of the coefficient matrix A, are non-negative with probability 1.0, and the distribution for o, is independent of x,. The hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 are then easily verified. In particular, one obtains where H,*,*, E T,, i o U; ' is non-decreasing.
It follows by a simple modification of Theorem 4.2 that the global return loss resulting from myopic optimization within this macro policy model varies directly with the degree of uncertainty and inversely with the degree of positive correlation in period-by-period returns.
Consider once again the originally outlined basic format macro model. Suppose the components of A,, B,, C,, and I:,, are serially independent random variables distributed independently of x,, and t:,,, with finite first and second moments; the components of the matrices A,, B,, and C, are uncorrelated with the components of a,,; and the components of E, have zero mean. In addition, suppose rrth period return is given by the quadratic Globul optimnlity of myopic economic decisions specification,
for some constant positive definite q x q matrix K and some constant k, E R. Finally, letting E,[ .] denote expectation with respect to the distribution of w", suppose \E,C,%C,I #O, nE (0,. . .,N}. In order to have maximum expected return in period n+ 1 be a nondecreasing linear afke function of the return (43) Given (44) and (45), it follows by Corollary 3.3 that the control selections u,*(x)~G,+lx,+1+gn+l~n+1, (48) which sequentially maximize current expected return, also yield the optimal control selections for the global maximization of total expected return.
Condition (44) holds if and only if
x(E,+,C,T,W-~+I).
Various restrictions imply (49): e.g., C,,, a constant non-singular matrix, and An+1 uncorrelated with B,+i; B,+i=C,+i;
An+l=Cn+l;
A,+l=O; or B "+, =O. Condition (45) holds with b, =0 if and only if Again, various restrictions imply (50): e.g., A,+1 and C,,, constant nonsingular matrices; A,, 1 = C,, 1 ; or A,, 1 =O. Finally, condition (45) always holds if the dimension (I of the matrix K is 1. Aoki (1967) notes the equivalence of global and myopic optimization only for the special case B,,, =0 and q= 1. Chow (1975) does not discuss the issue.
Example 5.2. Portfolio model [cf. Arrow (1971) , Mossin (1968) , Hakansson (1971) , Bellman and Kalaba (1957) , and Kalaba and Tesfatsion (1978) ]. In each period n E {0, . . ., N} an investor must decide how to allocate.his current wealth X,EX c R, between two investment opportunities A and B, the first yielding a positive or negative net return rate +s, (O<s,S 1) with probabilities pn and 1 -p., and the second yielding a net return rate rn (0 5 r, cs,) with probability 1. The investor's objective is to maximize the expected utility of his wealth xN+ i at the end of period N via feedback control.
Assuming the investor's initial wealth x0 for period 0 is positive, his initial wealth x, + i for period n+ 1 is a simple function of his initial wealth x, for period n, the net return rate W,E {s,, -s,} observed for investment opportunity A in period n, and the amount u, E [0,x,] = V(n, x,) of wealth he allocated to A in period n; namely x,+ i =xn + w,u, + r,[x, -L.,,] -J, (w~, u,, x,) . Assuming utility of wealth at the end of period n, HE (0,. . ., N}, is measured by W, (w,, u,, x,)~U,(x,+w,u,+r,[x,-u~] )=U,(X,+~), where U,: X+R is a continuous strictly increasing function of x, this portfolio problem has the basic model format with final-period expected wealth objective.
Let Vi1 denote the strictly increasing inverse function for II,. It is then easily verified that all of the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 hold with g,= Vi i. In particular, since W, (w, u, x) is strictly increasing in x, one obtains F,, 1 ojj, =F,+,oU,'oU,of,=HX+,oW,, where H,*+irF,+ioU;' is strictly increasing. It follows by Theorem 4.2 that the global return loss resulting from myopic optimization within this portfolio model is bounded above by terms which vary directly with the degree of uncertainty and inversely with the degree of positive correlation in period-by-period returns.
Consider now the special case in which U,(x)=log(x), XEX E R, +. Letting E, [ .] denote expectation with respect to the distribution of the net return rate o, E { -sn, s.}, the control u* = I$+ i(x) E [0,x] which maximizes expected utility of wealth E,, r log (x.+~) for period n + 1, beginning in the initial wealth state x, is then given by u*=o if D<O, Many years ago H. Simon introduced the concept of 'satisficing' to describe the process by which boundedly rational decision makers ultimately ,select, implement, and evaluate their actions. An apt illustration of satisticing would seem to be the chess player, myopically attempting to achieve his global checkmate objective through the sequential realization of intermediate player-piece configurations. Is it possible, in any nontrivial context, to analytically investigate the decomposition of global objectives into sequences of myopic intermediate objectives, so that some conclusions may be drawn regarding the 'best' selection of these intermediate objectives?
A cautiously affirmative answer is provided in the present paper. Within the context of a stochastic control model encompassing many well-known micro and macro models, three specific questions are posed:
Under what conditions will the myopic sequential maximization of expected current return result in optimal global expected return performance?
More generally, what is the global expected return loss associated with the use of myopic sequential expected return maximization, and how does it vary with increases in uncertainty and positive correlation in period-by-period returns? A further aspect of the results presented in Sections 3 and 4 which has not been explored in the present paper is their possible use for estimating the global expected return loss resulting from the return-to-go approximations suggested by previous researchers, e.g., Aoki (1976) , Bar-Shalom and Tse (1976 ), Chow (1975 ), and Norman (1976 . As explained in footnote 8, returnto-go approximation problems can be viewed as myopic-global problems under a simple transformation of the original period-by-period return functions.
Appendix: Proof outlines A.I. Prooj of' Theorem 3.1. Given condition (15), it can be verified that each of the restriction sets (1) through (5) guarantees E, [W,Iu, x,] and J%CF,,+l?L)~? X"l=%(X,I)E"CfJn+1 o Wnlu, x,,] + b, (x,) have the same set of maximizing controls UE V(n, x,) for each n E {O,. _ ., N -1). Thus a feedback control law u* EL? satisfies the myopic expected return objective (4) if and only if the equalities (9) hold, i.e., if and only if u* is also an optimal feedback control law for the linal-period expected return objective (5). The final assertion of Theorem 3.1 is easily verified using analogous arguments. Q.E.D.
A.2. Prooj' of Corollary 3.3. By induction, condition (18) implies that L-F,+, 01:lh 03 x)= J::,(X)W"(W, u, x)+4,(x) and CT,+,oJ,l (~, 11, x) =yz(x)Wn(w, u, x)+zi(x) for some functions yA:X+R++, zi:X-+R, yi:X -'R++, and zi:X-+R for each II E {O,. . ., N -1). Thus conditions (15) and (16) The following theorem can be proved using Theorem 3.1, restriction set (l), but a much simpler proof is obtained by using the later independent Theorem 4.2. The latter proof is indicated here. 
